Welcome to Chariot Arena – the Grim Trojan™ board game based on the
chariot races of Roman times and the first of Grim Trojan’s™
Downloadable Board Games. The first rules, listed under “Chariot
Arena™ Official Rules” should be considered the main rules of the game.
To keep the game fun for different levels and ages of players, optional
rules have been created (the alternate rules follow the official rules). Hopefully you will try all versions
of the rules to see which you prefer.

Chariot Arena Official Rules
Let’s start these rules by saying this board
game is very loosely based on historical
records about chariot races. With that said,
never forget the game is a board game and as
such has been modified to keep game play fun.
The arena is based (again, loosely) on Rome’s
largest and oldest circus, Circus Maximus
(called a circus because of the oval shape).
Attacks are allowed to simulate the whipping
and bumping that occurred in a chariot race
and the curves are more dangerous in the board game because they were in the real races. Still, please remember that Chariot
Arena™ is not intended to be a simulation of the real thing, but a board game very loosely based on the real thing. Ok, let’s
get started….
Chariot Arena™ has two different playing boards to allow for better game play. The larger board comprised of four pages
with smaller hexes was designed for a larger group of players and for those who enjoy longer more detailed game play. The
smaller board comprised of two pages with larger hexes is designed to allow a smaller number of players to have more
interaction in few laps and its charts are less complicated. Try both and play the one that best suits your style of play.
The Larger Board
There are 12 starting gates. At the start of the game, players place their pawns on a green hexagon (hex). If you wish, you can
roll dice for starting placement. Obviously, for six or less players the start is fairly even. However, those starting closer to the
top of the board will have a little bit of a disadvantage compared to those starting closer to the bottom.
As each player takes their turn, they must first move their pawn 6 hexes. They then have the option to stay where they are or
role 2d6 (two six sided dice) and moving their pawn across the board one hex at a time the number of hexes shown on the dice.
Movement can be forward left, forward right or forward. Moving a pawn backward on the track is not permitted. Only one
pawn can occupy a hex at a time. If a pawn is in your way, you must move around it. The player also has the option to move
the pawn less hexes than indicated on the dice (example: a player rolling 10 can move only 7 hexes if they wish). If a pawn’s
path is blocked by other pawns and it is impossible to move forward while moving the base 6 hexes, the player must choose
which pawn to stop behind. The player and the owner of the other pawn must both roll from the Accident Chart.
If a player’s pawn lands next to another’s pawn the player who just moved their pawn can challenge the other player. To do
this the challenger rolls 1d6 (one six sided die). If the challenger rolls a 4, 5 or 6 the player being challenged needs to roll 1d10
(one 10 sided die) and determine their fate from the Accident Chart. Optional rule: where the Attack Chart indicates the
chariot is out of the race, change to “chariot has to go back to the starting line and start over.” However, if a 1 is rolled the
challenger must roll 1d10 to determine their fate and the chariot being challenged is unaffected. If a 2 or 3 is rolled nothing
happens. Only one challenge can be made per turn. If it is a player’s turn and their pawn has another pawn next to it, they can
challenge the other player. Then, once a challenge is made, if the challenger does not have to roll on the Accident Chart, they
can roll 2d6 and move their pawn. A pawn in a colored zone (left and right ends of the board) cannot be challenged (the finish
line is not considered a colored zone).
The colored zones at each end of the board indicate turn areas. As in a real chariot race, the faster and sharper the curve is
taken the more dangerous it is. If a player chooses to move through the curves at Base Speed they can do so without having to
roll to see if they were successful. However, if they choose to move faster than the Base Speed, they must first move the 6
Base hexes and then 2d6. Once they have moved their pawn they must roll to see if they navigated the curve successfully.

Anyone traveling through the Red Hexes (even if just one hex) must roll 1d4. Anyone traveling through the Orange Hexes
(even if just one hex) must roll 1d6. Anyone traveling through the Gold Hexes (even if just one hex) must roll 1d8. If a 1 or 2
is rolled, the player must roll from the Failed Corner Chart. Optional rule: where the Failed Corner Chart indicates the
chariot is out of the race, change to “chariot has to go back to the starting line and start over.” If a pawn is in a colored zone
for more than one turn and moves faster than the base speed, the player must roll for success for each turn in the colored zone.
If the player’s chariot slides, it slides from the center toward the outer wall. If there is contact with the wall, the pawn stops at
the last available hex and the player rolls from the Accident Chart. If there is contact with another pawn, the pawn in play
stops at the last available hex and both players must roll from the Accident Chart.
The first lap is measured from the green starting line, counter clockwise around the track, to the orange finish line. Each
additional lap is measured from the finish line, counter clockwise around the track, back to the finish line. The first person to
land on or pass the finish line after seven laps wins (thirteen corner turns). If the game play seems too long, you can make the
race less laps and if you wish to extend the game add laps.

Curve Chart
1. Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of Race.
2. Slide 1d4 Toward Wall. If The chariot Makes contact With The Wall The Player Must Roll Off 1d10 Off The Accident Chart. If
Contact Is Made With Another Chariot Both Players Must Roll 1d10 Off The Accident Chart.
3. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
4. Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only 1d6.
5. Horse Is Startled. Base is increased to 8 Next Turn. Cannot Attack Next Round.
6. Nothing Happens.

Attack Chart
1. Attack Backfires. Challenger Rolls 1d10 Off Accident Chart.
2-3. Nothing Happens.
4-6. Victim Rolls 1d10 Off Accident Chart.

Accident Chart
1. Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of Race.
2. Chariot Damaged. Lose 1d6 For Remainder Of Race. If No Dice Left, Move At Base. If At Base, Out Of Race.
3. Hit Debris From Other Chariot. Lose Next 2 Turns.
4. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
5. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
6. Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only 1d6 Next Turn.
7. Driver Temporarily Blinded. Lose Next Turn & Move 2 Hexes Outward.
8. Driver Temporarily Blinded. Lose Next Turn & Move 2 Hexes Inward.
9-10. Nothing Happens.

The Smaller Board
There are 7 starting gates. At the start of the game, players place their pawns on a green hexagon (hex). If you wish, you can
roll dice for starting placement. Obviously, for four or less players the start is fairly even. However, those starting closer to
the top of the board will have a little bit of a disadvantage compared to those starting closer to the bottom.
As each player takes their turn, they role 2d6 (two six sided dice) and moving their pawn across the board one hex at a time the
number of hexes shown on the dice. Movement can be forward left, forward right or forward. Moving a pawn backward on
the track is not permitted. Only one pawn can occupy a hex at a time. If a pawn is in your way, you must move around it. The
player also has the option to move the pawn less hexes than indicated on the dice (example: a player rolling 10 can move only
7 hexes if they wish). If a pawn’s path is blocked by other pawns and it is impossible to move forward, the player must choose
which pawn to stop behind.
If a player’s pawn lands next to another’s pawn the player who just moved their pawn can challenge the other player. To do
this the challenger rolls 1d6 (one six sided die). If the challenger rolls a 4, 5 or 6 the player being challenged needs to roll 1d10
(one 10 sided die) and determine their fate from the Accident Chart. Optional rule: where the Attack Chart indicates the
chariot is out of the race, change to “chariot has to go back to the starting line and start over.” However, if a 1 is rolled the
challenger must roll 1d10 to determine their fate and the chariot being challenged is unaffected. If a 2 or 3 is rolled nothing
happens. Only one challenge can be made per turn. If it is a player’s turn and their pawn has another pawn next to it, they can
challenge the other player. Then, once a challenge is made, if the challenger does not have to roll on the Accident Chart, they

can roll 2d6 and move their pawn. A pawn in a colored zone (left and right ends of the board) cannot be challenged (the finish
line is not considered a colored zone).
The colored zones at each end of the board indicate turn areas. As in a real chariot race, the faster and sharper the curve is
taken the more dangerous it is. While in the colored zones, once a player has moved their pawn they must roll to see if they
navigated the curve successfully. Anyone traveling through the Red Hexes (even if just one hex) must roll 1d6. Anyone
traveling through the Orange Hexes (even if just one hex) must roll 1d8. If a 1 or 2 is rolled, the player must roll 1d6 from the
Failed Corner Chart. Optional rule: where the Failed Corner Chart indicates the chariot is out of the race, change to
“chariot has to go back to the starting line and start over.” If a pawn is in a colored zone for more than one turn the player must
roll for success for each turn in the colored zone. If the player’s chariot slides, it slides from the center toward the outer wall. If
there is contact with the wall, the pawn stops at the last available hex and the player rolls from the Accident Chart. If there is
contact with another pawn, the pawn in play stops at the last available hex and both players must roll from the Accident Chart.
The first lap is measured from the green starting line, counter clockwise around the track, to the orange finish line. Each
additional lap is measured from the finish line, counter clockwise around the track, back to the finish line. The first person to
land on or pass the finish line after Four (4) laps wins (seven corner turns). If the game play seems too long, you can make the
race less laps and if you wish to extend the game add laps.

Curve Chart
1. Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of Race.
2. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
3. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
4. Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only 1d6 Next Turn.
5. Horse Is Startled. Can Roll Only 1d6 Next Turn.
6. Nothing Happens.

Attack Chart
1. Attack Backfires. Challenger Rolls Off Accident Chart.
2-3. Nothing Happens.
4-6. Victim Rolls Off Accident Chart.

Accident Chart
1. Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of Race.
2. Chariot Damaged. Lose 1d6 For Remainder Of Race. If No Dice Left, Out Of Race.
3. Hit Debris From Other Chariot. Lose Next 2 Turns.
4. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
5. Lose Reins & Next Turn.
6. Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only 1d6 Next Turn.
7. Driver Temporarily Blinded. Lose Next Turn.
8. Horse Is Startled. Cannot Attack Next Round.
9-10. Nothing Happens.

Alternate Rules:
Simple board game
The simplest way to play the game is as a simple roll and move board game.
At the start of the game, each player places their pawn on a green hexagon (hex). If you wish, you can roll dice or draw
numbers for starting placement.
Each player takes their turn by rolling 3d6 (three six sided dice) and moving their pawn across the board, one hexagon at a time
the number of hexes shown on the dice. Movement can be forward left, forward right or forward. Moving a pawn backward
on the track is not permitted. Only one pawn can occupy a hex at a time. If a pawn is in your way, you must move around it.
The first lap is measured from the green starting line, counter clockwise around the track, to the orange finish line. Each
additional lap is measured from the finish line, counter clockwise around the track, back to the finish line. The first person to

land on or pass the finish line after two (2) laps wins. If the game play seems too long, you can make the race one lap and if
you wish to extend the game add laps.

A little more interesting
Ok, you may want to keep the game simple, but still a little more interesting. Try these rules.
At the start of the game, each player places their pawn on a green hexagon (hex). If you wish, you can roll dice or draw
numbers for starting placement.
Each player takes their turn by rolling 3d6 (three six sided dice) and moving their pawn across the board one hexagon at a time
the number of hexes shown on the dice. Movement can be forward left, forward right or forward. Moving a pawn backward
on the track is not permitted. Only one pawn can occupy a hex at a time. If a pawn is in your way, you must move around it.
The player does have the option to move the pawn less hexes than indicated on the dice (example: a player rolling 10 can move
only 7 hexes if they wish).
If a player’s pawn lands next to another’s pawn the player who just moved their pawn can challenge the other player. To do
this the challenger rolls 2d6 (two six sided dice). If a 10, 11 or 12 is rolled, the person being challenged loses their next turn.
However, if a 1, 2, or 3 is rolled the challenger loses their next turn. If a 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 is rolled nothing happens. Optional
rule: to make the game even more interesting, if the challenger rolls a 7, 8 or 9 the person being challenged has to go back to
the starting line and start over. Only one challenge can be made per turn. If a player has a turn and their pawn has another
pawn next to it, they can challenge the other player. Once a challenge is made (if they do not lose their turn with a roll of 1, 2
or 3), the challenger can roll 3d6 and move their pawn. A pawn in a colored zone (left and right ends of the board) cannot be
challenged (the finish line is not considered a colored zone).
The first lap is measured from the green starting line, counter clockwise around the track, to the orange finish line. Each
additional lap is measured from the finish line, counter clockwise around the track, back to the finish line. The first person to
land on or pass the finish line after two laps wins. If the game play seems too long, you can make the race one lap and if you
wish to extend the game add laps.

Curve Chart

Curve Chart

Curve Chart

Curve Chart

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
3.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
4.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only
1d6 Next Turn.
5.
Horse Is Startled. Can Roll
Only 1d6 Next Turn.
6.
Nothing Happens.

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
3.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
4.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only
1d6 Next Turn.
5.
Horse Is Startled. Can Roll
Only 1d6 Next Turn.
6.
Nothing Happens.

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
3.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
4.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only
1d6 Next Turn.
5.
Horse Is Startled. Can Roll
Only 1d6 Next Turn.
6.
Nothing Happens.

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
3.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
4.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only 1d6
Next Turn.
5.
Horse Is Startled. Can Roll Only 1d6
Next Turn.
6.
Nothing Happens.

Attack Chart
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1.
Attack Backfires. Challenger
Rolls Off Accident Chart.
2-3.
Nothing Happens.
4-6.
Victim Rolls Off Accident
Chart.

1.
Attack Backfires. Challenger
Rolls Off Accident Chart.
2-3.
Nothing Happens.
4-6.
Victim Rolls Off Accident
Chart.

1.
Attack Backfires. Challenger
Rolls Off Accident Chart.
2-3.
Nothing Happens.
4-6.
Victim Rolls Off Accident
Chart.

1.
Attack Backfires. Challenger Rolls
Off Accident Chart.
2-3.
Nothing Happens.
4-6.
Victim Rolls Off Accident Chart.

Accident Chart
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Accident Chart

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Chariot Damaged. Lose 1d6 For
Remainder Of Race. If No Dice
Left, Out Of Race.
3.
Hit Debris From Other Chariot.
Lose Next 2 Turns.
4.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
5.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
6.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only
1d6 Next Turn.
7.
Driver Temporarily Blinded.
Lose Next Turn.
8.
Horse Is Startled.
Cannot
Attack Next Round.
9-10.
Nothing Happens.

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Chariot Damaged. Lose 1d6 For
Remainder Of Race. If No Dice
Left, Out Of Race.
3.
Hit Debris From Other Chariot.
Lose Next 2 Turns.
4.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
5.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
6.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only
1d6 Next Turn.
7.
Driver Temporarily Blinded.
Lose Next Turn.
8.
Horse Is Startled.
Cannot
Attack Next Round.
9-10.
Nothing Happens.

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Chariot Damaged. Lose 1d6 For
Remainder Of Race. If No Dice
Left, Out Of Race.
3.
Hit Debris From Other Chariot.
Lose Next 2 Turns.
4.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
5.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
6.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only
1d6 Next Turn.
7.
Driver Temporarily Blinded.
Lose Next Turn.
8.
Horse Is Startled.
Cannot
Attack Next Round.
9-10.
Nothing Happens.

1.
Horse Stumbles & Falls. Out Of
Race.
2.
Chariot Damaged. Lose 1d6 For
Remainder Of Race. If No Dice Left,
Out Of Race.
3.
Hit Debris From Other Chariot. Lose
Next 2 Turns.
4.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
5.
Lose Reins & Next Turn.
6.
Horse Stumbles. Can Roll Only 1d6
Next Turn.
7.
Driver Temporarily Blinded. Lose
Next Turn.
8.
Horse Is Startled. Cannot Attack Next
Round.
9-10.
Nothing Happens.

Print these tables, cut them into four
sets of rules and hand them to the
players to help them work their way
through the game without having to go
back through the rules.

